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Abstract 
This paper draws close connections between the ease of presenting a given complexity class V 
and the position of the index sets Iv = {i : L(Mi) E F?} and Jv = {i : kfi is total AL(Mi) @ W} 
in the arithmetical hierarchy. For virtually all classes Y? studied in the literature, the lowest levels 
attainable are ZW E ci and & E Hi; the first holds iff V is A&presentable, and the second iff 
‘8 is recursively presentable. A general kind of priority argument is formulated, and it is shown 
that every property enforcible by it is not recursively presentable. It follows that the classes 
of P-immune and P-biimmune languages in exponential time are not recursively presentable. It 
is shown that for all %7 with Zq $! xi, “many” members of %? do not provably (in true LIZ- 
arithmetic) belong to V. A class 2 is exhibited such that Is E ct is open, and Zs @ cy 
implies that the polynomial hierarchy is infinite. 
1. Introduction 
This paper extends the work by Hajek [ 161, who analyzed complexity classes in 
terms of their definitions in the familiar first-order language 9~ of arithmetic. Finite 
“names” for r.e. languages are obtained by fixing a standard effective enumeration 
MI, A&,Ms, . . of Turing machine acceptors. For motivation, we look at one of Hajek’s 
main examples: Consider the following ways of formalizing the class P (polynomial 
time) in terms of this enumeration: 
1. 41(i) := ‘L(Mi) is acceptable in polynomial time’. 
2. 42(i) := ‘Mi runs in polynomial time’. 
3. &s(i) := ‘Mi has an explicitly defined time clock that shuts off operation after ni 
steps’. 
(Here and later the single quotes ‘. . .’ mean that we have a specific formalization of the 
condition in mind, but use an informal rendering for better readability.) The first defines 
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what various sources call a “property of languages” or an “extensional property”. The 
second defines a subset 12 of II that is not extensional, since there are Turing machines 
that do not run in polynomial time but accept the same language as some machine that 
does. The third defines a proper subset Zs of 12, but still defines the class P insofar as 
P = { L(A4j) : i E 13 }. We say that Ii, Zz, and 1s are all index sets for P, and 11 is the 
full index set. 
The third definition has the following advantage from the viewpoint of formal sys- 
tems such as Peano Arithmetic (PA): whenever &(i) holds, there is a proof of &(i) 
in PA. Hajek showed that 12 and Zi, however, are not r.e. It follows that for any sound, 
recursively axiomatized (r.a.) formal system 9, including 9 = PA and much stronger 
systems, there are instances i of the formula 42 such that the sentence &(i) is true but 
not provable in 8. The same goes for 41. In fact, Hajek proved that 12 is many-one 
complete for the level C,” of the arithmetical hierarchy, and Ii is Ci-complete, giv- 
ing a sense in which the formula ~$1 is more difficult to prove than 42. Nevertheless, 
we can say that membership in P is a provable property (cf. [5]) on account of the 
provable representation ~$3. 
This raises the question: Which other complexity classes V correspond to prov- 
able properties? For NP there is a similar trick: v(i) := ‘Mi is transparently coded 
to simulate a nondeterministic Turing machine (NTM) that has an n; clock’. The 
complexity class UP is standardly defined in terms of polynomial-time NTMs N 
such that for all inputs x, either there is exactly one nondeterministic sequence that 
leads N to accept x, or there is none. The direct way of formalizing this condition 
yields a partial index set for UP that is n:-complete, hence not r.e., hence not a 
provable representation. However, it is possible to write a formula It/(i) expressing 
‘Either Mi simulates a clocked NTM that meets the above condition, or the lan- 
guage accepted by A4i is finite’, such that UP = { L(A4i) : $(i) } and every true 
instance of $(i) is provable in PA. Moreover, PA proves that all finite sets belong 
to UP, so every language L named by an i such that $(i) holds provably belongs to 
UP. 
This author’s earlier work [40,41] tied the above problems to the complexity of uni- 
versal languages U that define presentations of V, It showed that for every sound, r.a. 
formal system 9 that has at least the axioms of basic arithmetic (see 22 in Section 6), 
a class V has an 9-provable representation iff V has an r.e. universal language. It 
is natural to restrict our attention to representations, such as ~$2 and 43, which imply 
that the machines they hold for are total. Then such a provable representation can be 
found iff GJ? has a recursive universal language. Thus the question becomes: Which 
classes are recursively presentable? Which are r.e.-presentable? In terms of Machtey 
and Young [33], which classes have effective programming systems? What this pa- 
per does is supply new techniques for answering these questions, by going back to 
two particular index sets associated to %7x: the full index set Zq = { i : L(Mi) E V } 
and the “J index set” Jw := { i : A4i is total and L(A4i) 6 V }. All this is accom- 
plished via Hajek’s suggestion of determining where index sets lie in the arithmetical 
hierarchy. 
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Section 2 gives formal definitions, and Section 3 gives background results on index 
sets. Section 4 proves that a class %’ is recursively presentable iff JW E ni (subject 
to a mild condition on ‘%), and gives results connecting r.e.-presentability to both 
IV and Jw. Whether %? contains the finite sets or not makes a tangible difference. 
Section 5 presents a new and useful technique for proving that certain classes $? are 
not recursively presentable. It defines a natural algorithmic mechanism for what we call 
“diagonalization by rote”, and compares it to diagonalization methods formulated by 
Ambos-Spies et al. [2,3]. Both the mechanism and its relation to non-r.p. classes appear 
to have applications beyond the results in this paper. Section 6 considers provability 
in certain formal systems, studied by Lipton and DeMillo [30, 141 and Leivant [28], 
that are not recursively axiomatizable. It concludes with the speculative possibility that 
certain proofs of Zw $ Ct may help to solve major open problems in complexity theory. 
Earlier versions of the results in Sections 3, 4 and 6 appeared in the conference 
paper [38], and in the dissertation [39]. The newer results in Section 5 solve open 
problems in [7,40]. 
2. Definitions 
Turing machines in this paper will use alphabet C = { 0,l }. For each x E C* define 
num(x) to be the natural number having binary representation lx. Then num defines 
a l-l correspondence between C* and N+, and we denote its inverse by str(.). The 
empty string il corresponds to 1. The complement of a language A is denoted by -A. 
ThejoinA~BofthesetsA,B~C*isdefinedtobe{xO:x~A}U{yl:y~B}.We 
write A sf B if the symmetric difference A LIB is finite. Af denotes { L : L =f A }, and 
for any class %Y of languages, %?’ := UAcu Af. If V? = %“, then V is closed under jinite 
variations (cfv). G?? is somewhere-cfv (SC&) if there exists A E +T? such that %? 2 Af. 
The empty class 0 is cfv but not scfv. 
Our complexity-class notation is mostly standard. RE denotes the class of r.e. lan- 
guages, REC the recursive languages. EXPTIME stands for DTIME[2’(“)], in contrast 
to EXP = DTIME[2”q”]. Without loss of generality, we suppose that each Turing ma- 
chine Mi in the fixed enumeration [Mi]rr is an oracZe Turing machine (OTM). Then 
for any language A, RE’ = { L(Mf ) : i E Nf }, namely the class of languages accepted 
by OTMs with oracle set A, and REC? = {L(Mt) : Mi with oracle set A halts for all 
inputs}. Classes Ce may be given as oracles, as typified by RE’ = UAEV RE”. Absence 
of an oracle is formally the same as having the empty language as oracle. 
Fix a polynomial-time computable pairing function (., .), i.e., a bijection from N’ x 
N’ to N+ . For any language U and k E N ‘, define the language uk := {x : (x, k) E 
u }. Say U is universal for a class %? if @? = { uk : k E N+ }. (U itself need not 
belong to V.) 
Definition 2.1. A language class %? is r.e.-presentable if there is an r.e. language U 
that is universal for %?. Then the sequence of languages [uk]zt is said to present V 
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and to be uniformly r.e. If U is recursive, then (8 is recursively presentable (r.p.), and 
the sequence [Uk] is said to be uniformly recursive. 
Equivalently, a class V is r.e.-presentable if there is a total recursive function o : 
N+ + Nf such that %? = { L(M,(;)) : i E N+ }. % is recursively presentable if it 
can be arranged in addition that each M,(i) is total. The enumeration [Mg(i,]Ei is 
called a programming system for Q? by Machtey and Young [33]. These terms may be 
“relativized”, such as in saying that V is REe-presentable if g has a universal lan- 
guage in REP, and, most generally, yield a notion of G&presentable for any language 
class 9. 
Also say a class q of recursive languages is bounded if 9 is contained in a recur- 
sively presentable class or, equivalently, if %? & DTIME[t(n)] for some total recursive 
function t. The empty class is not r.p. or presentable in any sense at all, but it is 
bounded. The notation (x, k, I) stands for ((x, k), I). In this way, a recursive language 
U gives rise to a recursive enumeration of classes %‘I, %Tz,. . ., where for each k, uk is 
universal for %k. 
Up to Section 6, it suffices for our purposes to work with the informal notion of 
a “predicate” P with free variables xi,. . .,x,, without attention to how P is formal- 
ized over _PA or some other logical language. The language Lp defined by P equals 
{ (Xi ). . .,x,) : P(Xl,. . .) x,,,)}. Two predicates P and R are equivalent if Lp = LR. In 
quantifying predicates we often combine adjacent like quantifiers into one block; for 
instance, (3y1)(3y~)R becomes (3~1, yz)R. 
Definition 2.2. Given k 30, a predicate P is a xi-predicate if there is a decidable 
predicate R such that P is equivalent to 
(~Yl,...,Yi,)(~Yi~+1,...,Yi~)“‘(QkYi~_,+l,..~,Yi~)R, (1) 
where Qk is ‘V’ if k is even, ‘3’ if k is odd. A ni-predicate is defined analogously 
beginning with (Vyi, . . . , yi, ). 
A xi-predicate or ni-predicate is the same as a decidable predicate. For every 
xi-predicate P, its negation TP is a fli-predicate, and L,p = -Lp. 
Definition 2.3 (after Kleene [22]). For all k 20, C,” denotes the class of languages 
defined by Ci-predicates, n,” the class of languages defined by fli-predicates, and 
A! stands for Ci f~ni. xi, ni, and Ai are all synonyms for REC. Taken together, 
these classes form the levels of the arithmetical hierarchy, and we set AH = lJ& 
c,“. 
What is sometimes called the weak hierarchy theorem of Kleene [22] shows that 
the above classes defined by quantifiers are the same as those defined by oracles: for 
all ka 1, Ci = REX:-1 and Ai = RE&-1. In particular, A: also equals REC, 
Cy=RE,andCi=RERE.Kl eene’s so-called strong hierarchy theorem shows that 
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the levels of the arithmetical hierarchy are all distinct: for all k 2 1, 
For the polynomial hierarchy there is a corresponding weak theorem showing that 
classes defined via alternations of polynomial-length bounded quantijers in front of 
polynomial-time decidable predicates are the same as classes defined by oracles; viz. 
c; = NP, c,” = NPNp, and so on (see [49, SO]). However, whether a corresponding 
strong theorem holds subsumes ‘P =? NP’ and many other major open questions in 
complexity theory. 
In this treatment we have skirted around Kleene’s main point that the predicates 
defining members of AH are exactly those that can be formalized over the language 
2~ of arithmetic. Kleene’s main ingredient was the formalization of his decidable T- 
predicate T(x, i,c), which expresses that c is a halting computation of Mi on input x. 
For greater readability we use related predicates Ha+, i, n) and Acc(x, i, n), which are 
defined to hold iff Mi on input x respectively halts or accepts within n time steps. Then 
a TM Mi is total iff (Vx)(Zln)HaZt(x, i,n), and this ni-predicate defines the language 
TOT. 
Definition 2.4. Let V be any class of r.e. languages. A set 12 Nf is an index set (or 
partial index set) for W if %? = { L(Mi) : i E I }. The largest such set is the fill index 
set Zw := { i : L(Mi) E GT? }. 
For instance, TOT is an index set for REE, but it is not equal to IEC. Two fall 
index sets that we refer to frequently are 
l IrtN = { i : L(Mi) iS finite }, and 
l Icorm = { i : L(hfi) is co-finite }. 
Full index sets of language classes were studied by Rogers [42] and Sacks [44]; then 
Yates [51,52] gave a full classification of the index sets of r.e. degrees and of classes 
of r.e. languages below a given r.e. degree. For other related results, see [17,19]. 
The most distinctive feature of this paper is the use of the following “J index set” 
for a class V C REC, which is actually a partial index set for REC \ %‘. 
Definition 2.5. Jw := {i : Mi is total and L(Mi) $ %‘}. 
Index sets of classes F of partial or total recursive functions are defined analogously. 
They were studied by Hay [18] and Lewis [29], and in connection with inductioe 
inference classes by Klette [23] and Brandt [lo, 111. The notations G(g), Pw, O(%?), 
and Q(T) for full index sets are also used in these papers and other sources [43,48]. 
Note that if a class %? of recursive languages is regarded as a class of total characteristic 
functions, then its full index set as a function class can be identified with (i.e., is 
recursively isomorphic to) 
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However, the complement of the ‘J index set” of 59 is 
J& = { i : L(kfi) E %? or Mi is not total }, 
which is different 1;. The next section collects some known results about Z, used in 
later sections. 
3. Basic results 
The familiar Rice’s Theorem states that the only recursive full index sets are IRE = 
Nf and ID = 0. The Rice-Shapiro Theorem (see [43]) shows that the only other 
classes 97 with r.e. full index sets are precisely those of the form Q? = U,“=, { L E RE : 
uk CL }, where U is a recursive language such that uk is finite for each k. At higher 
levels, we have: 
Example 3.1. The following index sets belong to the indicated level of the arithmetical 
hierarchy, and with the exception of Z{{A)) are complete for that level under recursive 
manyone reductions ( < ,). (The classes Ai for k 3 2 are known to have no complete 
sets under dm at all.) 
c;: z{L:iEL} = {i : (3m)Acc(A,i,m)}. 
ny: I{ 0) = { i : (Yx, m) lAcc(x, i, m) }. 
A; Z{{Q} = {i : @n)Acc(l,i,m) A (Vx,m)[x > 2 -+ lAcc(x,i,m)]}. 
Cg: ZFM = {i : (3y)(Vx,m) [x > y + 7Acc(x,i,m)]}. 
ni: TOT = { i : (Vx)(3m)Halt(x, i, m) }. 
C!j: 1~0~1~ = {i : (3JJ)(VX)(3?72) [X > y -+ Acc(x,i,m)] }. 
IREC = { i : (3j) [j E TOT A (VX) [X E L(Mi) ++ x E L(Mj)] ] }. 
To extend the completeness results for xi, and show a sense in which the presence 
of IFS in Ci is exceptional, we use the following general construction. 
Theorem 3.1 (Rogers [42,43]). Given any set X E xi, one can find a recursive jiunc- 
tion 7 : Nf + Nf such that for all i, 
(a) i E X * L(M*(i)) is co-finite, 
(b) i $! X ==+ L(MT(i))is not recursive. 
Corollary 3.2. Suppose %? C REC, and 9 > Af for some injinite language A. Then I, 
is x:-hard under b,,,. 
Proof. Since A is recursive and infinite there exists a recursive function g : C” -+ A 
that is bijectively onto A. For all i, let a(i) be the index of a TM that on input 
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x automatically rejects if x @ A, and otherwise accepts x iff Mi accepts g-‘(x). Then 
L(Mc(i)) = g(L(Mi)). Moreover, if L(M;) is not recursive, then L(AQi)) is not recursive. 
Then, with reference to the statement of Theorem 3.1, for any given set X E xi: 
i E X * L(M,(i)) E COFIN + L(Mg(,o))) E Af, 
i @ X * L(“T(i)) @ FtJX * L(Mc(z(i))) G mc * L(Mmx(i)) 9 q. 
So (T o T reduces X to Iv. q 
In particular, 1, is xi-complete [16], as are the full index sets of NP, PSPACE, 
EXPTIME, and so on. The condition %? & REC is needed because e.g. taking % = RE\P 
gives Zw E nt, so Zw cannot be Ci-hard with respect to d,,,. Just about all complex- 
ity classes % 2 REC studied in the literature contain some infinite language together 
with all its finite variations, and so we read Corollary 3.2 as saying that Et- 
completeness is the lowest level that Zw can have for “any class” (except for FIN). 
Call %? a xi-class if Zq E xi. Yates [52] proved the following about xi-classes. 
Theorem 3.3 (Yates [52]). Let W be a class of r.e. languages that contains FIN. Then 
the following are equivalent: 
(a) V is Y. e.-presentable. 
(b) % is Ai-presentable. 
(c) k E c:. 
We note that (b) and (c) are equivalent under more general conditions: 
Theorem 3.4. For any class V 2 RE: 
(a) If ?Z is Ai-presentable, then Iv E xi. 
(b) If I, E Ci and V is scfv, then V is Ai-presentable. 
Proof. Part (a) follows by Yates’ proof of (b) + (c) in Theorem 3.3, which does 
not need the hypothesis that ‘G?? > FIN. (See also pp. 253-254 of [48].) For (b), let 
V > Ef for some E E RE, and let e be the index of a TM accepting E. Define 9 = 
{LAE:L~V}.Then9>FIN.Foralli,i~19 _ 
(%)[e E Zw A (Vx) [@m)Acc(x, i, m) ++ ((Sn)Acc(x, e, n) @ @n’)Acc(x,e, n’))]], 
where @ here denotes exclusive-or. The abstract schema is 3[3V/3 A V[3 * (3 @ A)] 1. 
Since ‘3 H (3~3)’ can be rewritten as a disjunct of conjuncts of “d’ and ‘3’ sentences, 
the schema ‘v’[3 H (3@3)] reduces to t/3. Since Z![3’v”3/\V/3] reduces to 3Kl, 1g E xi. 
By Theorem 3.3, g is r.e.-presentable, so let U be an r.e. universal language. Now 
define 
V = { (x, (i,a)) : (x, (&a)) E U CD (Gln)Acc(x,e,n)}. (2) 
Then V is universal for V, and since the condition in (2) is decidable with an oracle 
for the Halting Problem, I’ E Ai. 0 
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Except for the fact that 0 is a Ci-class that is trivially not At-presentable, we do 
not know how far the condition that 92 be scfv in Theorem 3.4(b) can be weakened. 
A particular consequence of Theorem 3.4(a) is: 
Corollary 3.5. If V is r.p. or r.e.-presentable, then IV E xi. 
For future reference, we note also that the collection of xi-classes is closed under 
finite unions and intersections, and under the operation 59 H co-% for V G REC. In 
fact, the collection is closed under recursively presented countable unions. 
Now we show similarly that ni-completeness is the lowest possible level for Jw. 
Proposition 3.6. Suppose W c REC. Then Jq is Hi-hard under G,,,. 
Proof. We many-one reduce TOT to J 9. Let A be in REC\%‘. For all i E Nf , let 
o(i) be the index of a TM that on any input x E C* does the following: 
(i) For all y Gx, simulate Mi on input y. 
(ii) Accept x if and only if x E A. 
Step (ii) is reached if and only if Mi halts on all inputs y. If Mi is total, then MO(i) is 
total and L(Mg(i)) = A, so a(i) E Jv. If A4i is not total, then M,(i) is not total, and so 
i 6 Jq. The function o can be defined recursively, so Jq is ni-hard. 0 
4. Recursively presentable classes and the J index set 
Our first result says that whether a class % is recursively presentable essentially 
depends on the index set Jw. 
Theorem 4.1. 
(a) Zf %? is recursively presentable, then JW E ni. 
(b) If Jw E I$, and %? is bounded and scfv, then V is recursively presentable. 
Proof. (a) Let V = { u, } for some U E REC. By the S-m-n Theorem (see [43]) there 
is a recursive function d : N+ + N+ such that for all k, M,,(k) is total and accepts uk. 
Then for all i, i E Jcg w i E TOT A L(Mi) $ Q? w i E TOT A (Vk)[L(Mi) # 
L@&,(k))]. Because MO(k) is always total, the definition of ‘i E Jv’ expands to 
(Vx, k)(3m, y, nl,nz)[Halt(x, i,m) A Halt(y, i, nl ) A Halt(y, o(k),na) A 
(Acc(y,i,nl)~Acc(y,a(k), nd)l. 
Hence JW E n,“. 
(b) Let V be a recursive language such that V C{ vk }, and let A be such that 
V?zAf. Let D : N+ -+ N+ be such that for all k, A&,(k) is total and accepts vk, 
as in (a), By Jw E ni, there is a recursive predicate R(*,.,.) such that for all i, 
(Mi total A L(Mi) @ %‘) _ (tla)(Elb)R(i,a, b). For all i,a E N+ and x E z*, define 
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S(x,i,a) to hold iff (Vbbx)S(i,a,b). Since the lone quantifier is bounded, S(., ., .) is 
recursive. Now define 
u = { (x, (k,a)) : [S(x,a(k),a) Ax E Vk] v [77(x, o(k),u) Ax E A] }. 
Clearly U is recursive, and we claim that U is a universal language for V. First 
suppose L E W. Then there is a k such that L = vk. Since &(k) accepts L, we have 
a(k) $ Jv, so (3u)(V’b)S(a(k),u,b). Thus for some a, S(x,a(k),u) holds for all x, 
and SO L = U@a,. 
Now consider any u(k,=). If s(x, a(k), a) holds for all x, then u(,) = Fk = L@&,(k)), 
and (V’b)S(o(k), a, b). Hence o(k) g! Jw, and since M,,(k) is total, this means L@&(k)) E 
%?, so u(,,) E %. If s(x, o(k), a) fails for some x, then it fails for all y>x, and so 
u(k,a) is a finite variation of A. But by hypothesis, u(,) belongs to %? anyway. This 
proves the claim, giving %? = { Ue }. 0 
While every r.p. class is bounded, there do exist nontrivial unbounded classes ‘3 that 
have JW E ni. Two examples, the former shown in [ 161 and the latter in [40], are 
and the “upper cone” {L E REX : A < & L } of any fixed recursive language A, where 
f k stands for polynomial-time many-one reducibility. 
We do not know how far the other condition, namely that V be scfv, may be 
weakened. Landweber and Robertson [27] showed that it is needed in another situ- 
ation: whereas %? n 9 is r.p. whenever G$ and 9 are r.p. and % n 9 is scfv, they 
give r.p. classes %,9 such that $9 n 9 is nonempty and not even r.e.-presentable. 
(Note: their use of the term “recursively presentable” equals ours of “r.e.-presentable”, 
but the observation still holds.) We remark also that the collections of r.p. and r.e.- 
presentable classes, like that of Cy-classes, are closed under recursively presented 
countable unions. 
In the next section we use Theorem 4.1(a) to show that certain bounded classes 
are not recursively presentable. The rest of this section presents results combining the 
properties 1~ E Ci and Jv E ni. 
Theorem 4.2. For any cluss $9 C REC, if JW E Hi, then Iq E xi. 
Proof. For all i, L(Mi) E %? w (3j) [Mi is total A L(Mj) = L(Mi) A j $Z Jw], since 
+3 & REC. As we have seen, each of the three conjuncts can be written either as a 
fli-predicate or as a xi-predicate, so the definition of I% can be placed into Ci 
form. 0 
The collection of Et-classes %‘G RE is not closed under difference or symmetric 
difference, e.g. because 1,\, is the complement of a xi-complete set, and so is not 
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in xi. Nevertheless, we have the special case: 
Theorem 4.3. For any 9?,9 G REC, if I, E ci and Jw E fli, then Iqw E ci. 
Proof. For all i, L(M,) E 5%’ w (3j)[n/r is total A L(Mj) = L(A4i) A j E Jq]. This 
is different in only the last conjunct from the definition in the proof of Theorem 4.2, 
and likewise can be placed into Ci form. 0 
Corollary 4.4. (a) The dtfference or symmetric dtfkence of any two classes whose 
‘J’ index sets belong to ni is a xi-class. In particular, the dtrerence of any two 
r.p. classes, such as NP and P, is a (possibly empty) xi-class. 
(b) If NP # P, then there is a recursive permutation n of Nf such that for all i, 
L(Mi) E P _ L(Mn(i,) E NP \ P. 
Proof. (a) This follows from Theorems 4.2 and 4.3. (b) If NP # P, then NP\P is “scfv 
with an infinite set”, and so by Corollary 3.2, &pip is xi-hard under Gm. By (a), 
INPiP is xi-complete. By the generalization of Myhill’s Theorem to higher levels of 
the arithmetical hierarchy (see [43]), all xi-complete sets are recursively isomorphic, 
and so INpip is mapped onto Ip by some recursive permutation of N+. 0 
This gives a sense in which NP\P is “recursively isomorphic” to P, if and only 
if NP # P. The same obtains for REC \ P and EXPTIME \P, without needing any 
assumptions. 
While the ‘I’ index set cannot distinguish between P and NP\P, the ‘J’ index 
set can. The following was originally shown for classes 9 closed downward under 
polynomial-time many-one reductions by Schiining [46], and for linear-time reductions 
and on-line log-space reductions by Schmidt [45]. The following statement suffices for 
our purposes; a proof of a sharper result in a more general setting may be found in [40]. 
Theorem 4.5 (see Schoning [46], Schmidt [45] and Regan [40]). Let 9 be closed 
downward under many-one reductions computable by Turing machines that run in 
linear time and log space. Let %?I, %Yz be such that 9 & %?I u %?z and both 23\%?1 and 
9\@ are scfv. Then at least one of %??I, %?z is not recursively presentable. If Q?, is 
r.p. and FIN C a\%?~, then Vz is not r.e.-presentable either. 
Corollary 4.6 (Landweber et al. [26] and Chew and Machtey [13]). If NP # P, then 
NP\P is Ai-presentable but not r.p. or r.e.-presentable. 
It follows that JNP\r 6 ni. The same goes for REC\P and EXPTIME\P. We remark 
that every xi-class is either r.e.-presentable or the difference of an r.e.-presentable class 
with the r.p. class FIN. To complete the picture, we observe: 
Corollary 4.7. Let %?I = (EXPTIME\P)UFIN. Then %‘I is an example of a bounded 
scfv class that is r.e.-presentable but not recursively presentable. 
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Proof. %?I is r.e.-presentable by Theorem 3.3. Were %‘I recursively presentable, then 
with %?z = P we could write EXPTIME as the nontrivial union of r.p. (s)cfv classes, 
a possibility ruled out by Theorem 4.5. 0 
The next section presents a technique for showing classes not to be r.p. in cases 
where we do not see a way to apply Theorem 4.5 directly. 
5. Priority arguments and presentations 
We introduce a notion of the complexity of diagonalization and priority arguments 
that is related to, but different from, the formulations of P-l, P-2, and P-3 diagonal- 
izations by Ambos-Spies et al. [3]. Typically, such arguments construct a language 
L in stages according to a list RI, Rz, R3,. . . of requirements. Up to a given stage, a 
finite number of requirements have been activated, a subset of those are marked as 
satisfied, and the remainder are eligible. At that stage, the construction tries to define 
a finite portion of L to satisfy an eligible requirement, and, given a choice, will meet 
the satisfiable requirement of highest priority, often defined to be the one with lowest 
index. 
Our idea is to study constructions that follow a fixed algorithm which depends on 
three parameters, and then analyze the complexity of the parameters. For the first, we 
abstract the list of requirements and the notion of “satisfies” into a satisfaction relation 
S C Nf x { 0,l }*. Here S(e, CI) intuitively means: a is a finite initial segment of the 
language L being built, and 0: satisfies requirement R,. The second is a “restraining func- 
tion” h : N+ -+ N+ such that at any stage s, the activated requirements are those num- 
bered 1 through h(s). The third is a “default function” d : { 0,l }* + { 0,l } that repre- 
sents the action taken in case no eligible requirement can be satisfied at a given stage. 
Definition 5.1. Given parameters S, h, and d, let L(S,h,d) stand for the unique lan- 
guage defined by the following infinite process: 
a := 1, s := 1 
next-stage: /* Invariant: 1x1 = s-l */ 
ES := {e : edh(s) A d’(e,a) A (S(e,ao) V S(e,al))} 
if ES = 0 then a := a.d(a) I* default strategy *I 
else do 
e := min(E,) 
if S(e, a0) then CI := a.0 else a := a.1 endif 
endif 
s:=s+l 
got0 next-stage. 
This algorithm figuratively constructs L = L(S, h,d) “by rote”. Unlike many priority 
arguments, here each stage s determines whether the string x = str(s) belongs to L. 
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Indeed, if we write 
c(L:x =&f L( 2) ’ ’ . L(x) 
for the characteristic initial segment of L constructed by stage s, then this segment 
never changes. However, this setup is more general than appears at first sight. The 
idea of “injuring” a requirement R, can be accommodated by using an S such that 
S(e,c()r\ G(e,a/?) is possible. The “zero-injury” case occurs when S has the following 
“extension property”: 
When this holds, we can think of an action to make S(e, a) as permanently “cancelling” 
requirement R, . 
The idea we focus on is that the language L should have a desired property L’ so 
long as all the requirements are eventually activated; i.e., so long as the function h is 
unbounded. Say h is monotone if for all r, s E N+, s 2 Y ----*. h(s) k/z(r). 
Definition 5.2. A property 17 of recursive languages is enforcible by rote priority if 
there is a decidable satisfaction relation S C N+ x { 0,l }* and a computable function 
d: {O,l}* --f {O,l} such that for all computable monotone functions h : N+ -+ N+: 
h unbounded + L(S, h, d) has property II, 
h bounded ==+ L(S, h, d) does not have property II. 
The property II is enforcible by relaxed rote priority if this condition holds for all 
monotone functions h that are computable by Turing machines that run in linear time 
and log space. 
We also say that S and d enforce II. Note that the same S and d can enforce 
many different properties. The clause for bounded h says that if new requirements are 
not supplied, the function d takes over and defeats the property Il. The other clause 
says, however, that no matter how slowly or quickly new requirements are activated, 
so long as each becomes and remains active, the property 27 holds for L. This is a 
generalization of the idea of “delay” in “delayed diagonalization” (see [6]), and is the 
key to Theorem 5.3 on non-r.p. classes below. 
The mechanism is not intended to say anything about the complexity of all languages 
that have property ZI, only about the languages L(S, h, d) for certain functions h. The 
following is essentially proved in the course of Theorem 5.3 itself. 
Lemma 5.1. Given any unbounded monotone computable function f, one can con- 
struct an unbounded, monotone h in linear time and log space such that for all 
s E N+, h(s)< f (s). 0 
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The next lemma provides the timing analysis for the examples that follow. The 
bounds are not intended to be optimal (indeed we have already indicated linear time 
for h), but are chosen just to make everything work out conveniently in EXPTIME. 
Lemma 5.2. Suppose there are constants a, b,c > 0 such that S(e, a) is computable 
in time Icr\“.(log I~ll)e, d(a) in time Ial’, and h(s) in time 2clsl. Further suppose that 
h(s) < logs/ log logs for all s. Then L(S, h, d) E EXPTIME. 
Proof. Given routines for S, h, and d meeting the specified bounds, let A4 be the TM 
that on any input x runs the procedure of Definition 5.1 through stage s = num(x), 
and then accepts iff the last bit of Us is a ‘ 1’. We can bound the time taken by A4 
grossly by multiplying s by the time taken for stage s. At stage s, M evaluates up to 
3 . h(s) instances of S(e, a), where ICC(<S and e< h(s). The time taken per instance is 
at most sa .(logs) &) Since logs to the power logs/ log logs equals s, the time per . 
instance is at most saf’. Thus the total time for stage s is at most 2’l’l+ 3h(s)s”+’ +sb. 
Writing this in terms of n = 1x1 via s <2”+’ (since s = num(x)) and h(s) d logs < 2n 
(when s 24, since the logs are to base 2) gives a bound on the time for stage s of 
2”” + 6n(2”+’ )a+’ + (2”+’ )b. Multiplying this by s = 2”+’ stages still leaves the overall 
time bounded by 2k” for some constant k and all n. Hence L(S, h,d) E EXPTIME. 0 
5.1. Some properties enforcible by rote priority 
Example 5.1 (Membership in EXPTIME\P). This is enforced using a universal lan- 
guage U for P by defining S(e, a) to hold if for some m G Ic(J, a, = 1 _ str(m) # 
U,, and by taking d(a) := 0 for all c(. If h is unbounded, the diagonalization succeeds; 
if h is bounded, then L(S, h, d) is finite, and so belongs to P. 
If we assume that U, is accepted in time ne, then S(e, a) is computed in time 
1x1 . ne, where n is the length of the longest string x indexed by ct. Since rum(x) = ICI\, 
1x1 = [log IN\], so S(e, tl) is computed within time Jai . (log I~l)e. Hence Lemma 5.2 
applies, and so L(S, h,d) E EXPTIME. (Of course, one can diagonalize out of P into 
smaller time classes than EXPTIME. This is done by choosing h to grow more slowly, 
and by keeping explicit track of which e have been “cancelled” at previous stages.) 
Example 5.2 (P-immunity). A language A is P-immune if A is infinite, but no infinite 
subset of A belongs to P. Take U to be universal for P as above, and define for all 
e,a : 
S(2e-1, a) cf for some n d (RI, str(n) E U, A a, = 0, 
S(2e,cc)++for some n such that edn<lml, U, = 1. 
Also define d(cr) = 1 for all CI. 
As in all of these examples, S has the extension property. If U, is infinite, then 
there are infinitely many m such that for all CI E { 0,l }“, S(2e-1, a0) holds. Hence the 
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corresponding requirement Rze-l := ‘17, $ L’ eventually receives highest priority and 
is satisfied. The even-numbered requirements all get satisfied, and collectively ensure 
that L(S, h,d) is infinite. This happens so long as h is unbounded. If h is bounded, 
then L(S, h,d) is co-finite, and hence not P-immune. Note that this also works for the 
class P-IMMUNE U FIN. 
Actually, since we can assume that h is o(n), we can dispense with the even- 
numbered requirements. It is impossible that all but finitely many stages s bring the 
satisfaction of a new requirement, so our choice of d(.) ensures that L(S, h, d) is infinite. 
Again presuming that U, is computable in time ne, S(2e-1, a) is computable within 
time 1~11 . (log ]~l])e, so L E EXPTIME. 
Example 5.3 (Biimmune sets for P). A language A is P-biimmune if both A and -A 
are P-immune. This time we define: 
S(2e-1, a) +-+ for some n d (cIJ, str(n) E U, A a, = 0, 
S(2e,a)wfor some nd(a], str(n)E U,Au, = 1. 
Again take d(a) := 1 for all CI. By much the same reasoning as in the last example, if 
U, is infinite then both requirements corresponding to U, are eventually satisfied. By 
Lemma 5.2, the property of P-biimmunity within EXPTIME is also enforcible by rote 
zero-injury priority. 
Example 5.4 (Strong P-biimmunity). A language A is strongly P-biimmune ([7]; see 
also [8] and “incompressible” in [32]) if for every polynomial-time computable function 
f, either f is l-l a.e. or there exist strings n, y such that x E A, y $ A, and f(x) = 
f(y). In consequence, no function f that is not l-l a.e. can be a correct <h-reduction 
from A (to any other language B). Any strongly P-biimmune language A is P-biimmune, 
while A $ A is P-biimmune but not strongly so. Given a standard enumeration [f & 
of FP, define 
S(e,a) H for some m,n<(a], cI, = ‘0' AcI, = ‘1’A fe(m) # f&n), 
where the arguments to fe are technically str(m) and str(n). Again take d(.) to be the 
“when in doubt, reject” strategy. If fe is not l-l a.e., then there are arbitrarily large 
y such that for some x d y, f(x) = f(y). This means that we still have the property 
(3”n)(V’or E { 0, 1 }“) [S(e,aO) V S( e, al)] in this zero-injury setting, so that the 
requirement for fe eventually receives attention and is satisfied. Although computing 
S(e, a) now requires examining at least two bits of GL rather than one, the resulting 
time of ]t112 . (log Ial)’ still falls easily within the bounds of Lemma 5.2, so the “rote” 
strongly P-biimmune sets do belong to EXPTIME. 
5.2. Rote-priority classes are not r.p, 
What drives our main theorem is that the languages L(S, h, d) can absorb arbitrarily 
large doses of the “defeat strategy” d when h is slow-growing but unbounded, and yet 
still enjoy property II. 
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Theorem 5.3. Let g be a class of recursive languages that is enforcible by relaxed 
rote priority. Then there is a recursive function o : N+ 4 N+ such that for all i, 
MC(i) is total and 
L(M) infinite =+ L(M,(i)) E Ct?, 
L(Mi) finite ==+ L(Mc(i)) $!! V. 
Thus a(.) many-one reduces ZFM to Jq. Hence Jw $ nt, so 59 is not recursively 
presentable. 
Proof. For each i we design a Turing machine Hi that takes a numerical input m of 
length n = Istr(m)j and does the following: Hi first marks off 1 = [logn] cells on a 
worktape. This can be done in n steps. Then Hi begins a “dovetail” simulation of Mi 
(from the fixed enumeration of TMs) on inputs A, 0, 1, 00, . . ., doing as much as it can 
within the 1 cells for n steps. Here “dovetail” means that Hi simulates one step of Mi 
on 1, then one step on 0, then one more step on 1, one on 0, then one on 1, then 
back to i, and so on. Finally, Hi outputs the number of inputs that Mi accepted during 
its simulation of Mi. Then Hi runs in real time and log space, and the function hi it 
computes is monotone, and unbounded iff L(Mi) is infinite. 
Given the recursive predicate S and function d from Definition 5.2, define a(i) to be 
the code of the TM that simulates the algorithm of Definition 5.1 with S, d, and hi. This 
g is a primitive recursive function, and for each i, MO(i) is total and accepts L(S,hi,d). 
Then for any i, if L(Mi) is finite then the boundedness of hi makes L(Mg(i)) @ %‘, and 
since Me(i) is total, i E Jq. If L(Mi) is infinite then hi is unbounded, so L(S, hi, d) E W, 
andsoi@Jq. 0 
Remark. A stronger construction that makes each hi computable in real time (i.e., 
time n+l ) and log space follows from the proof of Theorem 4.1 (a) in [4 11. The same 
applies to h in Lemma 5.1. 
Via Theorem 4.1 and Example 5.1 above, this yields another proof that EXPTIME\P 
is not recursively presentable; ditto (EXPTIME\P) U FIN. Likewise, the class of P- 
immune sets is EXPTIME (or in any larger class) is not r.p. Of most interest to us 
is 
Corollary 5.4. The classes of languages in EXPTIME that are (a) P-immune or finite, 
(b) P-biimmune, or (c) strongly P-biimmune are not recursively presentable. 
Proof. As shown above, each of these classes is obtainable by (relaxed) rote priority. 
0 
Corollary 5.5. For any sound, recursively axiomatized formal system %, there are 
biimmune languages A in EXPTIME that are provably (in PA) infmite and co-infinite, 
but that are not provably (in %) recursive and biimmune. 
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Proof. Let D be any language in P that PA can prove to be infinite and co-infinite, 
and adjust the defeat-strategy in the rote argument for P-biimmunity to read d(a) := 1 
if str(lal+l) E D, d(u) := 0 otherwise. PA can prove that all finite variations of D, 
and also all P-biimmune sets in EXPTIME, are infinite and co-infinite. In addition, PA 
can prove the correctness of our rote-priority argument for P-biimmunity in EXPTIME. 
Hence, with reference to the construction in Theorem 5.3, 
PA l- (V’i) ‘L(Mg(i)) is infinite and co-infinite’, 
regardless of whether L(Mi) is finite or not. By Theorem 5.3 the class V = { L(A4,,,;,) : 
L(Mo(i)) is P-biimmune } has Jq xi-hard. If V had an F-provable representation 
by total machines, then there would be a recursive universal language for G9, and 
Theorem 4.1(a) would give JW E n,“, a contradiction. 0 
More intuitively put, A can be taken to be a biimmune set whose symmetric dif- 
ference with D is not provably infinite. A is produced by rote whenever the function 
mapping m H min{ n : n steps suffice to find M strings in L(Mi) } is total but out- 
grows every function that 9 can prove to be total. 
The desire to obtain the above conclusion about unprovability without the tacit re- 
striction to provable formulas of total TM indices motivates the following: 
Open Problem 1. Are any of the classes in Corollary 5.4 r.e.-presentable? 
We suspect not. However, this conclusion cannot follow by a general analysis of 
rote priority, because 9? := (EXPTIME\P) U FIN is an example of an r.e.-presentable 
class enforced by rote priority. This %’ has Jq E ni, so Jq is not xi-hard under G,. 
This prompts us to ask, 
Open Problem 2. For any of the classes @? in Examples 5.1-5.4, is Jq xi-hard? 
We are further interested in knowing just which properties can be brought within 
the compass of Definitions 5.1 and 5.2. 
5.3. Comparison to P-l, P-2, and P-3 diagonalizations 
Of the three kinds of diagonalization defined by Ambos-Spies et al. [3], the closest 
comparison is with P-2 diagonalization. A P-2 diagonalization is defined by a recursive 
language U that presents some subclass of P (i.e., for all e, U, E P). It enforces the 
property n if for all languages L such that the implications 
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hold for all e, L has property II. The “(Yx)” quantifier corresponds intuitively to the 
“for all unbounded h.. .” clause in Definition 5.2, and we show: 
Proposition 5.6. Let Il be a property enforcible by P-2 diagonalization whose com- 
plement in the recursive languages is scfv. Then ll is enforcible by rote priority, with 
zero injuries. 
Proof. Let A be a recursive language such that no member of Af has property Ii’, and 
let U define the diagonalization. For all e and GI define S(e, CC) to hold iff for some 
i, l<idla(, c(i ... cli E U,. Then S has the extension property. Define dA( a) = 1 if 
str(lal+l) E A and dA(tl) = 0 if not. This satisfies the clause for bounded h. Now let 
h be any unbounded monotone function. That L = L(S, h, d) has property ZI follows if 
we can show for all e that either 
(a) for some x, z~:~ E U,, or 
(b) the set {x : cqzxO E U, V ~~1 E U, } is finite. 
Since S has the extension property, we can call e cancelled at any stage s in the process 
of Definition 5.1 in which S(e, a,) holds. If the given e is eventually cancelled, let s 
be the least such stage; then with x = str(s), a, is the same as a~:~, and so (a) holds. 
Now suppose e is never cancelled. There is a finite stage SO such that for all e’ < e, 
either e’ is already cancelled or e’ is never cancelled in the process at all. Since h 
is unbounded and monotone, there exists si aso such that for all s >sl, h(s) 2 e. If 
the set in (b) contains str(s) for some ~2.~1, then requirement e is the earliest active, 
uncancelled, satisfiable requirement at stage s, and the algorithm cancels it in going to 
stage s+l. This contradiction shows that the set in (b) is finite, finishing the proof. 0 
The proof shows something stronger: the same S can be used with any defeat strategy 
dA such that Af is disjoint from ll, and the enforcement holds even when h is not 
computable. One can attempt to obtain a converse by taking these and the extension 
property as hypotheses, and defining U,(a) := S(e, cx) A d(e, CY’), where CC’ is do with 
the last bit removed. However, this appears to fail, for interesting technical reasons 
that the reader is invited to pursue. 
A less significant “timing difference” is that in P-2, the stipulation is that each 
individual U, belongs to P, whereas in rote priority the time bound is defined for 
deciding S(e, a) on the whole. The paper [3] shows that whenever the { U, } present 
all of P, the corresponding P-2 enforced property contains no languages in EXPTIME. 
However, the EXPTIME upper bounds in Examples 5.1-5.4 can be obtained by working 
with presentations of DTIME[n2], as follows from results on “n’-generic” languages 
by Ambos-Spies et al. [4]. 
Under the proof of Proposition 5.6, a P-l diagonalization maps to the special case 
of rote priority in which S(e,a) depends on only one bit of CC, as was the case in 
Examples 5.1-5.3. The paper [3] shows that strong P-biimmunity cannot be enforced 
by a P-l diagonalization, so Example 5.4 (with its dependence on two bits) separates 
this from rote priority. Properties enforcible by P-3 diagonalizations are defined as for 
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P-2, except that (3) is replaced by 
A rote-priority analogue of this can be obtained by replacing the definition of set ES 
in Definition 5.1, which used only the two single-bit extensions ct0 and ~1, by 
E,‘:={e:e~h(s)A~S(e,cc)A(38)[~~~~(~logs~)k~~(e,cr~)]}, (5) 
where k 2 1. Note that LlogsJ = 1 x w en x = str(s). There is a second “timing 1 h 
difference” insofar as the quantification over k is “brought inside” in (4). We do not 
pursue this comparison further here, but we propound our “rote-priority” formalism as 
being well suited for analyzing issues about resource-bounded injury methods, resource- 
bounded measure theory, and “word-decreasing self-reducible sets” raised in recent 
work [12,4,1]. 
6. Non-~f-classes 
We consider the question of whether all languages in a given complexity class 
%? “provably belong to V’. In this section we deal with a particular formal system, 
called Tflz, which is sound but not recursively axiomatizable. TZI2 is a superset of 
several theories studied in the literature, including Basic Number Theory as described 
by Lipton and DeMillo [30, 141. This is interesting because of the contention by the 
authors of these papers, rebutted in [28] and [21], that all constructive methods that 
computer scientists would ever use are formalizable in this theory. Before defining Tn2, 
we note some technical aspects of formalizing predicates in arithmetic. The following 
should be contrasted with Definition 2.2. 
Definition 6.1. A formula C#J with free variables x1 , . . . ,X, is a pure ck-formula Over 
9.4 if it is a string 
‘4’ =(3yl,..,,Yi,)(~Yi,+l,...,Yi,)...(Qkyi~_,+l’...,Yik)~’ (6) 
where Qk is ‘V’ if k is even, ‘3’ if k is odd, and $ is a formula over 9~ with variables 
xi,. . . ,x,,,, ~1,. . . ,yik and no quantiJiers at all. 
If $ is allowed to contain bounded quunt@ers of the form (3y < t) or (Vy < t) 
where t is an arithmetical term, then it is customary to call ~9 a Ao-formula and 4 
a xi-formula. The Matijasevic-Robinson-Davis-Putnam Theorem (see [34,35,47]) 
implies that for every r.e. language L there is a pure Cl -formula C$ such that L = L( 4), 
in fact where $ has the form p(x, ~1, ~2,. . . , ~12) = 0 for some polynomial p in 13 
variables. Thus for k > 1 all languages in ci are definable by pure Ck-formulas. 
Definition 6.2. (a) For all k 20, Ak denotes the set of pure &-sentences over 9,_, 
that are true in the standard model of arithmetic. 
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(b) 2 is the theory over ZA whose axioms are those of Peano Arithmetic minus the 
induction schema, but including ‘(%)[n # 0 + (3m)(n = m+l)]’ (see [9]). 
(c) TZZz is the theory obtained by adding A2 to the axioms of _??. 
The analogous collections of true pure Ck-sentences are called ‘Vk’ in [43]. Since 
the axioms of 2 are themselves pure n2-sentences, we could just have said that TZZ2 
has A2 as axiom set. The axiom set A2 is not recursive; instead, it belongs to # and 
is complete under many-one reduction (see Ch. 14 of [43]). 
In fact, TZZ2 has all t&e x3-sentences as theorems, since (3n)t+Qn) logically follows 
from Il/(na) for some fixed no that makes Il/(nc) true. Homer and Reif [20] studied the 
analogously defined theory with VZ as axiom set; for similar reasons, they could just 
as well have taken Al as the axiom set, giving the same theory studied by O’Donnell 
et al. [37, 15,251. TZZ2 is weaker than full Peano Arithmetic in that the PA induction 
schema 
is a true C3-sentence generally only when $(n) is a &-sentence. It is stronger in that 
its axiom set includes many statements not provable or known to be provable in PA 
or in set theory (ZF). In particular, the Riemann Hypothesis is provably (in ZF; see 
[43]) equivalent to a n,-statement over YA, and ‘P # NP’ can be put into &-prenex 
form, so it is decided in TZZ2. 
What matters for us is the observation that any Ci-class g can be defined by a pure 
Et-formula with one free variable i, so that for all i E Zq, the sentence ‘L(Mi) E q’ 
is a theorem of TZZ2. We take this to mean that any Ci-class provably contains all of 
its members with respect to TZZ2. The intuition that motivates the following theorem 
is that “natural” non-c: classes %? do not provably contain any of their members. 
Technically this is not so, since one can find examples where % = 9 U 8, Zq q! xi, 
but Zg E Ci and all members of 9 provably belong to %? as well. But we prove that 
any non-xi-class %? can always be partitioned into a Ci-class 9 and a “jagged edge” 
R that does not provably contain any of its members. The gist of the proof is that the 
subclass L@ of languages A such that TZZ2 k ‘L(Mj) E 27 for some Mj accepting A is 
a Ci-class. 
Theorem 6.1. Suppose %3 C RE with Zq @ xi, and let h(.) be any dejinition of Zw 
over YA. Then there exist classes 9,d 2 RE such that 
(a) ~LJ&=% and9rld=@, 
(b) Zs E Ct (therefore Zg @’ Ci), and 
(c)for all i E ZJ, TZZ2 y t,&(i). 
Proof. First, if there is no definition of Zw over 9~ then the conclusion follows triv- 
ially. Given such a definition I&, define D = {j : TZZ2 k t&(j) }, and define 9 = 
{ L(Mj) : j E D}. It suffices to show that Zg E cy; then setting 8 = %\g completes 
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the proof of the theorem. An informal definition for I3 is given for all i by 
L(Mi) E 9 _ (3j) [‘L(Mj) = L(Mj)’ A ‘Tf12 E $&)‘I. (7) 
We have seen in Section 4 how to transcribe ‘(3~) [L(M;) = L(M_)]’ into Ci form. 
We do the same for ‘(3j) [Tibia l- $p(j)]‘. Conjoining these two clauses then gives a 
xi-formula defining 13. 
If a sentence Ic/ is derivable in TZI2, then there is a finite list 81,. . . ,& of true pure 
n2-sentences over _!ZA such that the implication (0, A . . . A I$) + $ is a theorem of 2. 
Basically, 81, . . . , Ok comprise the true n2-statements used as axioms in the derivation 
of $ in Tfl2; all other axioms and rules of inference belong already to 22. 22 can also 
prove that the conjunction 01 A . . . A ek is equivalent o a single pure Hz-sentence 8 
over ~2’~. 22 is recursively (in fact, finitely) axiomatizable, and we can define over 2~ 
a recursive predicate ‘22Proof’ for it such that for all sentences $, TZI2 F $ if and 
only if (3d)A!Proof(‘8 --+ $‘, d) holds for some 0 E AZ. Regarding ‘I+V as ‘I&&)’ for 
any given j, we have 
TII~ F &go’) _ (38, d) [‘e E A~’ A 2.zproof (se + +wgo’)7, d)]. (V 
By the fact that A2 E ni and the weak hierarchy theorem, there exists a recursive 
predicate S(., ., .) such that for all v, q E A2 _ (V’a)(Zlb)S(n,a,b). Then for all 
j E N+, 
~~~ t- h(j) u (38, d)(vOh)(3b) [s(e, a, b) A 2moof(‘e + hgo’y, d)]. (9) 
The predicate in [. . .] is recursive. Substituting (9) into (7) then gives the required 
xi-definition of Ig. q 
Remark. D actually equals 13 if one assumes that the definition & of 1~ is “well- 
behaved” in the following sense: for all TM indices i and j, TLI2 I- [h(i) A ‘L(Mi) = 
L(Mj)‘] + I&G). Since ‘L(Mi) = L(Mj)’ is expressible by a n$formula, this yields 
the implication: if Ti72 F h(i), then TZIa I- I&&). Not all definitions are so well- 
behaved, however: given any k(.) as above, one can define &(i) = b(i) A ‘if i is 
even then n’, where q is some true sentence over 2.4 that is not a theorem of Tn2. 
We envisage applying Theorem 6.1 to complexity-theoretic properties tudied in the 
literature whose natural definitions do not have any instances provable in TII2. P- 
biimmunity is a prominent example. Take any recursive universal anguage U for P; 
then for all i, L(Mi) is P-biimmune if and only if 
(Vk) : ‘uk is finite’ V [‘uk f-l L(Mi) # 8’ A ‘uk \ L(Mi) # 8’1. 
This can be expressed formally by 
~im(i):=(Vk)(!hv,y,z,m)(Vx,n): [X~W +x $i? uk] V 
[(y E uk A ACC(y, i, m)) A (Z E uk A -dCC(Z, i,n))], 
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which is a ni-formula defining the full index set of the class of P-biimmune languages. 
This does not contradict Corollary 3.2 because this class contains nonrecursive sets. Our 
interest focuses on the subclass RBM of recursive P-biimmune sets, and the relevant 
result about it is: 
Theorem 6.2 (Leivant [28]). TIIz y ‘(3i) [&m(i) A i E Z~C]‘. 
That is, TU2 fails to prove the existence of a recursive P-biimmune set, so RBM 
does not provably contain any ;: its members under the definition given by Bim(.). 
Does this entail that ImM $! Es, This is plausible because all true Es-sentences are 
theorems of TU2, but all we can conclude from Theorem 6.2 is that TII2 cannot prove 
that ImM belongs to xi. Put another way, there is no Es-formula that TZI2 can prove 
equivalent to Bim(-). There may still exist, however, a characterization of biimmunity 
that yields a Et-definition of ImM, but whose equivalence to Em(.) requires a much 
more powerful formal system to prove. We nevertheless consider Theorem 6.3 as “good 
evidence” for a negative answer to the following 
Open Problem 3. Is ImM E ci? Is RBM r.e.-presentable? 
These are related to the open questions in the previous section. It may be possible 
to resolve them by reducing a ni-complete set to InaM, but we have not achieved this. 
Pure counting arguments show that subrecursive non-xi-classes exist. We offer as 
a second candidate of “natural” interest a class 2 which carries the implication that if 
I,% 6 xi, then all the levels of the polynomial hierarchy PH are distinct. Recall that 
EQ={AcREC:NPA=PA}. 
Definition 6.3. .X := nAEEQPA. 
That is, 2 consists of all languages that “collapse” to PA whenever A is a recursive 
oracle making NPA = PA. We do not know whether the restriction that A be recursive 
matters in the definition. 
Theorem 6.3. (a) PH C_ X C PSPACE. 
(b) If PH collapses, i.e. if PH = C,” for some k, then 2 = PH. 
(c) PX = NP% = X (i.e., U,,, ti = ULEmNF = YE’). 
(4 1, E n: \ n:. 
Proof. (a) For any A such that Np = PA, we actually have PHA = PA, and since 
PH G PHA for all A C C’, PH G X”. Moreover, if A is chosen to be the known PSPACE- 
complete language QBF, then p = w = PSPACE, so X G PSPACE. 
(b) If PH = c,“, then using the Cl-complete sets Bk from [50], we have @ = 
PBk = C,“, whence 2 = Ckp by (a). 
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(c) Clearly X C ULE,# PL C lJLEX Np. Suppose B E ULEy Np; then B E Np for 
some L E X. For all A E EQ, L E PA, and since NP(p) = Np, B E Np. But 
Np = p for all A E EQ, and so B E p for all A E EQ. Hence B E SF. 
(d) Since Zx is xi-hard by Corollary 3.2, Zx $ ni. The condition ‘L(Mi) E %’ 
can be expressed as (Vj) : j E ZEQ -+ ‘L(A4i) E PL(4)‘. Since JEQ E fli, IEQ is Ci- 
definable by Theorem 4.2. So is the implicand ‘L(Mi) E PL(q)‘. Hence the definition 
of IX has the skeletal form V[3V’3 + 3V’3], which reduces to Vw’3V V 3W], and 
thence to ‘d3V’3. q 
If the leading “for all” cannot be removed from the definition of X, then X # PH, 
from which it follows that 
P c NP # CONP c A; c c,” c c,” c . . . c PH c PSPACE. 
A proof of this may seem today a bit too much to ask for. We actually conjecture 
that X = PH, which is rendered more plausible but not proven by the result of Nisan 
and Wigderson [36] that for any L $ PH, the class of oracles A putting L E PHA has 
measure zero. A proof of X = PH would show that on condition PH # PSPACE, there 
exists a recursive oracle set A such that p = Np but Np does not contain PSPACE. 
Since PSPACE C PSPACEA for all A, this would cast more light on the construction 
by Ko [24] of an oracle set A such that p = Np # PSPACEA. 
7. Conclusion and prospects 
It is a truism to say that the easiest concepts to study are those with the simplest 
definitions. We equate the difficulty of studying a complexity class %? with the positions 
of Zw and Jq in the arithmetical hierarchy. We have characterized those classes V that 
achieve the lowest possible levels, both in terms of whether V is a provable property 
of languages and whether %? is recursively, r.e.-, or Ai-presentable. By showing that 
certain concepts such as biimmunity correspond to non-r.p. classes (Jq g? ni), we have 
provided some explanation of why they are often considered more abstruse than most 
of the other complexity classes and notions that researchers have devised. In view of 
the common opinion that more sophisticated techniques than we currently know will 
be needed to resolve P =? NP and similar hard questions, however, we contend that 
such classes should be explored more. The class 2 in the last section is a rather blunt 
candidate. In [48] one may find arguments of noticeably greater difficulty applied to 
show that certain full index sets Zq are not in Ci, and perhaps these arguments have 
the right level of sophistication. 
Another important goal in complexity theory is to establish that methods of a certain 
level cannot solve these questions, or cannot prove that certain properties of languages 
hold. Section 6 may prompt further investigation of the theory TZZ2. Theorem 5.3 makes 
a contribution in this direction: no recursively presentable property can be enforced by a 
rote-priority argument. The rote-priority mechanism deserves attention in its own right, 
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in light of recent interest in [3,4] and concepts important to [3 1,32,1,12]. We look 
forward to further work on the formal difficulty of complexity-theoretic arguments. 
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